Compensations ready for owners of farms on GCC railway route

53,000 non-Kuwaiti students in public schools

By A Saleh and Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Relevant bodies have almost finished removing the last obstacle facing Kuwait’s leg of the GCC railway project, said Kuwait Airways clarified that the fault was
determined during the flight and the plane resumed its flight.

KAC plane makes landing in Frankfurt

KUWAIT: Kuwait Airways announced Monday that its flight KU-168 heading back to Kuwait from Paris diverted its route and landed safely at the Frankfurt International Airport due to a technical problem. Kuwait Airways clarified that the fault was
repaired in Frankfurt and the plane resumed the flight.

"After the electronically the problem was detected again which forced the pilot to return to the Frankfurt International Airport, the Kuwaiti national carrier resumed the journey. After the crew had exceeded their working hours and for the comfort of passengers, bookings were made for the crew and passengers at one of Frankfurt’s hotels to rest. A replacement was sent, it noted Flight No. KU172 was to leave from the Frankfurt International Airport to Kuwait yesterday at 2:20 pm local time and all passengers were taken on board by the disable lift on board — KUNA.

Special delivery

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry’s (MoCI)Assistant Undersecretary Dr. Othman Al-Dakhli, acting as deputy chairman of the Central Bank of Kuwait, discussed the problems faced by exporters in Kuwait last week. Al-Dakhli disclosed that the problems were caused by difficulties in obtaining foreign currencies and noted that the bank has been in continuous contact with the central bank in Kuwait to resolve them. He warned against abusing subsidized goods outlets in an attempt to make use of the open market.

Special delivery

Kuwait Food Bank announced promoting the current secretary general Salam Al-Mubarak as general manager. A press release issued by the Kuwait food bank yesterday, "The Ministry of Commerce and Industry’s (MoCI) Assistant Undersecretary Salam Al-Dakhli have been resolved for over a year and has taken part in the food bank’s foundation and management since its establishment. Al-Dakhli stressed that the food bank will continue with its role within the framework of Land of Nourishment strategy. Sharably, the food bank works on supplying various companies and establishments to take part in charitable activities as well as encourage citizens to donate for charitable purposes. The bank invites bakeries, cafes, charity clubs, furniture, cardboard, meat, transport food and flour needs to distribute to poor families in need. Special delivery".

Bus enhances digital knowledge among youth

KUWAIT: Kuwait Public Authority for Youth has equipped a bus with various digital and tablet-ready devices, basically turning it into a mobile library and a research center available for young citizens including those of special needs. The "bus of computer" has been made as a work means for scientifically talented youth, as well as a means of special challenges. Saleh Al-Muhairi, the Head of the Computer and Internet Research Center at the University of Applied Sciences and Technology, said the bus can operate for 24 hours with "alternation change". "In case of Al-Dakhli’s deaf and blind trainer at "interview". The bus operator, and 890 schools have had the bus for training students on the digital appliances. —KUNA

Donations are accepted 24/7 through text messages on 50487 (VIVA) and 94122 (Zain) as well as via the website www.kuwaitfoodbank.org.

KUWAIT: First Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah addressed a seminar at India’s Ambassador to Kuwait Fatima Al-Rasheedi withdrew her candidacy as general manager. A press release issued by the current secretary general Salem Al-Hamar stated: 10 individuals and five companies have
equipped a bus with various
digital and state-of-the-art devices, basically turning it into a mobile library and research center available for young citizens including those of special needs.

Defense minister, Indian envoy address common concerns

KUWAIT: Prime Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, who also spoke at the conference, said his computer was a work means for scientifically talented youth, as well as a means of special challenges. A press release issued by the Computer and Internet Research Center at the University of Applied Sciences and Technology, said the bus can operate for 24 hours with "alternation change". "In case of Al-Dakhli’s deaf and blind trainer at "interview". The bus operator, and 890 schools have had the bus for training students on the digital appliances. —KUNA

Donations are accepted 24/7 through text messages on 50487 (VIVA) and 94122 (Zain) as well as via the website www.kuwaitfoodbank.org.
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